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ABSTRACT

The increasing generation from distributed energy
resources (DER) causes a higher exploitation of the
transmission grid and a decrease of conventional power
generation. Consequently, there is less reactive power
reserve as its provision is still mainly done by conventional
power generation units. As the system is operated closer to
its stability limits the System Security Assessment (SSA)
needs to provide results within tight tolerances. This
entails a proper representation of all components which
are connected to the system, especially generation units
and sub-transmission systems. Presently the sub-
transmission system is merely modelled as residual loads
which account for the power transfer across the step-down
transformers. Its behaviour in terms of topology, tap
changer operation and reactive power provision from
DER is not considered.
This paper shows that the behaviour of the 110-kV-grid is
important for the calculation of the active power flows and
the reactive power demand of the transmission grid.
To cope with this challenge and to account for all
controllability within the 110-kV-grid the authors propose
an extended system equivalent to integrate the sub-
transmission grid into the SSA. Within this model all
controllable nodes are represented. The grid structure
itself is modelled with the help of the ward reduction
algorithm. It is shown that the model is highly accurate for
the contingency analysis within the SSA.

INTRODUCTION

The liberalized market and the increasing generation from
distributed energy resources (DER) drastically changed
the energy provision in Germany over the last couple of
years. TSOs report that the number of events leading to
preventive measures (e.g switching, countertrading,
redispatch) almost quintupled between 2010 and 2013 [1].
For 2014 the TSO Tennet reports countermeasures for
system security according to § 13.1 EnWG (Redispatch
and Countertrading) at almost every day [2].
One of the main reasons for this development is the higher
exploitation of the transmission grid coupled with a
decrease of conventional power generation units which are
still the main providers of reactive power. In highly
stressed situations power generation units operate closer to
their reactive power capability limits and therefore offer
less reserve to support voltage stability.
As the system operation becomes more challenging the

system operators need to have a tool for decision support
at hand which reflects the real system conditions as
accurate as possible and still gives clear and interpretable
results. This tool is called the System Security Assessment
(SSA) and determines the current and potential system
states by checking the (n-1)-criterion with the help of a
power flow analysis. Proper representation of all relevant
generation units is a must to guarantee trustworthy results
at the safe side [3, 4].
However, it is not only the knowledge of the capability of
reactive power provision from the conventional power
generation units directly connected to the transmission
grid which needs particular consideration. The accurate
representation of the external grids especially the
behaviour of the distribution grids with a high share of
DER are equally important.

Presently, in the TSO’s SSA the distribution grid is
reduced to load nodes which represent the residual load
across the step-down transformers. As the connections
between the load nodes in the sub-transmission grid
(110-kV-grid) are not modelled these nodes do not affect
each other. In reality, a change in transmission power flow
also affects the step-down transformer’s share of the power
transfer between the transmission and the 110-kV-grid.
E.g. a disconnection of one step-down transformer results
in a higher utilisation of the remaining transformers for this
network group. However, the present model does not
change the remaining loads.
An accurate representation of the behaviour of the
110-kV-grid is important as it affects the reactive power
demand of the transmission grid due to a change in power
flow and potentially the reactive power demand of the
110-kV-grid itself.
The medium and low voltage levels are considered as
residual loads of the 110-kV-grid. It is assumed that a
contingency within the transmission grid does not affect
the voltage within the medium and lower voltage grids and
thus has no influence on the control of the DER within the
medium and low voltage levels.
The TSO’s need for an accurate model of the 110-kV-grid
in the SSA is addressed in this paper. The objective of this
paper is to propose a model for 110-kV-grids including
DER which improves the accuracy of the SSA. For this
purpose the paper is structured as follows:
In the section “Analysis” the present model approach is
compared to a full representation of the 110-kV-grid. In
the section “Approach” the modelling requirements are
stated and the modelling options are discussed and
compared. The section “Performance” validates the
proposed model against the full model. The section
“Conclusion and Outlook” closes the paper.
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ANALYSIS

Effect of the consideration of the 110-kV-grid on
the TSO’s SSA
The research is performed in cooperation with one of the
largest distribution system operators (DSO) in Germany,
Netze BW GmbH. Within this research the behaviour of
three realistic, topologically different network groups of
Netze BW are analysed.
In a first step the results with the present model are
compared to the results with the full system model. This is
done by performing a contingency analysis of the
transmission grid with the transformer’s tap changer under
automatic operation. The power flows across the step-
down transformers are monitored. In the present model
this power transfer remains constant at the base case values
throughout the contingency analysis. Any differences in
power transfer between the base case and the contingency
cases are caused by the behaviour of the 110-kV-grid and
are not detected in the SSA.
For one system condition these variations are plotted in
Figure 1. The square indicates the active power transfer for
the base case and the bar the differences of the power
transfer for the contingency cases. The minus sign
indicates that the 110-kV-grid consumes power.

Figure 1: Variation of active power transfer across the
step-down transformers

In most of the contingency cases the active power transfer
across the step-down transformer remains almost constant,
however it is not the mean value but the minimum and
maximum deviation which is of importance for the SSA.
If the contingency occurs close to the regarded step-down
transformers the utilisation varies significantly. E.g.
transformer T5 in network group G has a maximum
deviation of 40 %.

Figure 2: Variation of reactive power transfer across the
step-down transformers

Considering the utilisation in reactive power transfer
similar variations have been found, see Figure 2. The large
variations for step-down transformer T3 in network group
B and T4 and T7 in network group R are caused by the
automatic tap changer operation.

Effect of the control scheme of the DER on the
TSO’s SSA
The step-down transformer’s tap changer is not the only
active component which influences the reactive power
transfer. The increasing installed capacity of DER within
the 110-kV-grid and its reactive power capabilities may
have a significant effect, too. Recent publications assume
that with this controllability within the 110-kV-grid the
reactive power flow across the transformers and thus the
voltage of the transmission grid can be controlled as well
[5, 6]. According to [7–9] several control types are
possible, see Table 1.

Table 1: Options of the DER reactive power control [9]

Type of control Control Scheme
Local parameterisation - Fixed cos ϕ

- Fixed Q
Local control as a function
of the local system
condition

Characteristic
- Q(V)-control
- cos ϕ(V)-control

Local control as a function
of the active power output
of the DER unit

Characteristic
- Q(P)-control
- cos ϕ(P)-control

Global control Q-demand from
TSO/DSO

Presently, there is only little DER connected to the
110-kV-grid in the Netze BW area. For every network
group a maximum power generation from DER of 300 to
400 MW has been identified and placed in units of 50 MW
into the system. Integrating a higher share of DER without
extending the grid would lead to considerable line
overloading which distorts the results.
In the previous analysis, see Figure 1 and 2, all units were
equipped with a fixed cos φ = 1.0 − control and operated
at full power.
If the control schemes are modified to a Q(V)-control the
reactive power transfer changes, see Figure 3 which
compares the contingency cases of both control schemes.

Figure 3: Changes in reactive power transfer across the
step-down transformers at different DER control schemes

Depending on the modelling of the DER control scheme in
the SSA the reactive power transfer changes significantly.
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The Q(V)-control results in a higher reactive power
demand of the 110-kV-grid and in larger variations.
Additionally, the variations occur at different step-down
transformers and at different contingency cases.
For the contingency analysis the modelling of the DER’s
control scheme is thus of particular importance.

APPROACH

With the modelling requirements defined, the task is to
select a model which is simple to implement but still
accurately represents the behaviour of the 110-kV-grid. A
comparison of the possible model options is shown in
Table 2.

Table 2: Comparison of modelling approaches

No. Name Graph Description Evaluation
1 Status Quo Present model. Values of

residual loads are obtained by
state estimation.

No interdependencies between loads,
no consideration of tap changer
operation or DER control schemes.

2 Ward-
Reduction

Full reduction behind step-down
transformers. Loads and
generation are consolidated into
equivalent loads at each node
behind the transformer.

Model accounts for tap changer
operation and interdependencies
between loads. No consideration of
DER control schemes.

3 “Supernode”-
Reduction

Reduction behind step-down
transformers. Loads are
consolidated into equivalent
loads at each node behind the
transformer. Generation is
consolidated into one
“supernode”. This supernode is
connected to every load node by
an equivalent impedance.

Model accounts for tap changer
operation and interdependencies
between loads. Limited
consideration of different control
schemes for each generation unit. No
consideration of different active
power generation of the DER.

4 Extended
system
Equivalent

Reduction behind step-down
transformers. Generation nodes
are kept. Loads are consolidated
into equivalent loads at each
node.

Model accounts for tap changer
operation, interdependencies
between loads as well as the specific
control scheme of DER. Each
generation unit can be operated
separately.
In case of many DER units model
may be close to full model.

5 Extended-
Ward-
Reduction

Reduction behind step-down
transformers. Generation nodes
are modelled as PV-nodes for
every load node. Loads are
consolidated into equivalent
loads at each node behind the
transformer.

Model accounts for tap changer
operation and interdependencies
between loads. DER control scheme
currently restricted to pure voltage
control.

6 Full Model Implementation of the full
110-kV-grid model into the
SSA. No reductions or
simplifications are made.

Model accounts for real behaviour.
Data volume and related
computation speed as well as
coordination between TSO and
DSOs may be restrictive.
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Certainly the most precise way is to integrate a full
110-kV-grid model based on the state estimation process
of the system operator (DSO), see Table 2, No. 6. This
requires a very close coordination between DSO and TSO.
For a TSO with many 110-kV-grid operators this would be
highly complex, especially regarding the quality of the
data. Additionally, the data volume has to be taken into
account in order not to slow down the SSA.
To reduce the data volume which is integrated into the
SSA and the complexity of the model, a reduced
110-kV-grid model is feasible. One method is the ward
reduction of the 110-kV-grid behind the step-down
transformers (No. 2). This would keep the control of the
tap changer and the topological behaviour of the grid. The
DER-nodes would be reduced completely. Their control
capabilities are not considered which is generally not
advisable.
A second method would be to consider the DER-nodes
aggregated to one supernode (No. 3). However, the voltage
at this supernode does not correspond to the actual
voltages. The model is thus not suitable.
With the DER nodes explicitly modelled two options are
thinkable. First, the DER nodes are modelled as additional
controlled PQ-nodes, with the control schemes kept (No.
4). Second, an extended ward algorithm could be applied
(No. 5). The extended ward algorithm models the DER
nodes as PV-nodes. However, this is not recommendable
since e.g. a Q(V)-control is no real voltage control and
would result in significant errors. Another control type for
the extended ward-algorithm is not yet possible.
Consequently, the authors propose the fourth method,
namely the extended system reduction. In principle it is a
semi-reduced 110-kV-grid model. This grid model
consists of the step-down transformers including their tap-
changers, the nodes at the low voltage side of the step
down transformers and all generation units within this
voltage level. Note, that the term generation unit stands for
the whole wind power power park. The single wind
turbines are not modelled due to a lack of significant input
data as the length of internal cables or the potential use of
compensation devices.
The ward reduction algorithm calculates the equivalent
reactance between every node and the equivalent loads of
the grid which are placed at each node.

PERFORMANCE

Comparison of contingency analysis
In order to show the validity of the proposed model it is
simulated and compared to the full model with the help of
a contingency analysis similar to the one which has been
described in the analysis section. The 110-kV-grid is
represented by an extended system equivalent and
compared to the full model. The DER are equipped with a
fixed cos φ = 1.0 − control.
The differences in the power transfer across the step-down
transformers between both models are neglectable. This is
shown in Figure 4 for the reactive power transfer. The
larger difference of 1% in network group R originates from
the discrete setting of the tap changers.

Figure 4: Difference in active power transfer between
extended system equivalent and the full model

Reactive power provision of DER generation units
The previous analysis used a fixed cos φ = 1.0 −control for the DER. The control scheme is now switched
to a Q(V)-control. The DER provide reactive power
depending on the local system conditions. This also has an
effect on the reactive power transfer as shown in the
analysis section. For the validation of the proposed model
the active power of the DER is increased from 0 MW to
full power in 1 MW-steps. The reduction is done at 0 MW.
The power transfer across the step-down transformer is
monitored for both models.
The analysis showed that the differences between both
models are in the range of 10kVar and are thus neglectable.
The differences are also mainly due to the discrete
behaviour of the tap changer.
The proposed extended system equivalent thus provides
highly accurate results for the given system condition. A
change in the DER’s active power output is also properly
represented. This is important if e.g. a P/V-analysis similar
to [10] is performed.

Data Requirement of extended system equivalent
One of the main impediments of the implementation
process of new models is the data requirement. Data
volume, quality of data or data security are important
topics which may be restrictive. The modelling
requirements and their availability for the proposed model
are given in Table 3.

Table 3: Modelling Requirements and their availability
for the TSO

Modelling Requirement Availability
Reduced Grid Model DSO have to provide the

reduced grid model.
Standards have to be
defined.

Tap Changer Control Request to the DSO if not
already available.

DER control Request to the DSO if not
already available.
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Proposed integration process into the SSA
If the system condition of the 110-kV-grid changes due to
switching operation or load variation the reduced model is
no longer valid. This especially holds true for systems with
a high capacity of DER in the medium and low voltage
grid where the residual load on the distribution side
changes significantly in a short period of time.
Additionally, these systems are often subject to line
outages due to system expansion and thus operated at
various topological system conditions.
To overcome this impediment a regular data and model
exchange is proposed. The exchange should happen if the
topology or the residual load changes.
To do this three options are conceivable: First, the full
models are submitted to the TSO. The TSO reduces the
models itself and integrates them into the SSA. Second, the
DSOs submit the reduced model. Third, the reduction
process is done by an independent third party which
distributes the reduced models to the TSO.
The authors propose the last option. With this process the
TSO does not receive the complete data set as the data
volume and the data security might be of concern. The last
option also ensures the quality of data as the same
reduction process is used for all distribution grids.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Within the TSO’s System Security Assessment the
distribution grids are considered as constant residual loads.
Due to the decreasing security margins in the transmission
system especially in the reactive power provision the
neglect of the behaviour of the 110-kV-grid is questioned.
It has been shown that the behaviour of the 110-kV-grid is
important for the calculation of the active power flows and
the accurate reactive power demand.
To cope with this challenge and to account for all
controllability within the 110-kV-grid the authors propose
an extended system equivalent for integration into the
SSA. Within this model all controllable nodes are
represented. The grid structure itself is model with the help
of the ward reduction algorithm. It has been shown that the
model is highly accurate for the contingency analysis
within the SSA.
Considering data exchange the authors propose an
independent third party as model aggregator. The
exchange has to be done on a regular basis.

The next step would be to specify the data exchange
process and the data format requirements.
Another aspect is the use of a modified extended-ward
model which accounts for the control schemes of DER
instead of a real voltage control. This aspect may be of
interest if due to a tremendous increase of installed DER
capacity the extended system equivalent does not differ
significantly from the full model.
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